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The DEM 4 and DEM 6 combo shrink wrap machines combine a heavy duty L-bar sealer and
shrink tunnel for packing, sealing, and shrink wrapping products. The DEM systems can be
used with a wide range of films due to its precise temperature and speed controls and are
available in manual, pneumatic and motorized models.
The DEM seal system minimizes maintenance and eliminates the need for a hot knife seal bar
with a unique seal wire temperature control system. The DEM is a heavy-duty 24/7 machine
with unique microprocessor controls for consistent seals and shrink. It has a single adjustable
height control for the product take away and tunnel conveyors to provide smooth product
transfer.
The robust design of the DEM systems provides the framework for greater productivity and
ensures consistently strong seals. The digitally temperature controlled tunnel provides for
consistent shrink. The use of integrated application specific controls allow for easy and fast
operator set-up and provides for years of trouble free operation.
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Combo Shrink Wrap Machine Overview
Get professional packaging results with the Clamco Dem 2 Combo, an easy to use,
dependable, low maintenance combination L-bar sealer and shrink tunnel. Sporting several key
features, the Dem 2 Combo shrink wrapping machine is ideal for high production environments.
The Dem 2 Combo shrink wrap machine can seal a wide range of package sizes with its 21”
long side seal and 18” long end seal. The standard tunnel opening is 6” tall by 15” wide, with 1”
of clearance inside the tunnel for packing products that are up to 6” high. An optional 9” high
tunnel opening is available for taller products.
The Dem 2 shrink wrapper is a model of power and efficiency. Though it has a powerful 4,000
watt tunnel, the Dem 2 runs on 220 single phase power, requiring only a 20 amp service. When
not in active use, the tunnel goes into green mode, slowing down the conveyor to minimize heat
loss. As soon as the seal bar is used, the conveyor returns to the speed set by the operator.
This dependable combination L-bar sealer and shrink tunnel uses time-proven components in a
modern design. The Clamco Dem 2 Combo shrink wrapper is built for ease of use and
consistent production.
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Clamco’s L-sealer/tunnel combination system includes such standard features as unitized
package tray and film cradle with pinwheel perforator, the largest shrink tunnel in its class, and
11-gauge steel construction throughout.
The resulting high throughput and superior strength are further enhanced by this system’s
efficient 120-volt operation. In addition, its comparatively lower price makes the 120 Series the
best value in its category.
The 120 Series semi-automatic shrink packaging system includes many standard features and
unique advantages not found on competitive systems. Its low cost and 120-volt efficiency make
it ideal for today’s quick print and similar-sized operations.
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The Combo Junior is a combination of a tabletop L-sealer and a tabletop tunnel. These units
can be used separately or together to pack/shrink small quantities of products.
The Combo Junior tabletop shrink wrap system provides many of the same high quality features
of our larger combination shrink systems in a compact, tabletop design. These small machines
are easy to operate and have an excellent shrink result. No tools are need for a fast and easy
setup.
The Simpulse™ Heat System on the L-Sealer is an impulse trim sealer allowing for lower energy
use and greater safety than constant heat units. The shrink tunnel provides complete heating all
around the package along with the same cool down safety controls as our larger tunnels


Circulair Heat Chamber™ provides efficient and customizable air-flow for perfect packages



Microperforation wheel makes fine holes in the film allowing trapped air to escape in the
shrink process, ensuring a high quality package appearance



Automatic cool down circuit protects tunnel controls during shutdown



Variable speed heat tunnel for better shrink performance



Ergonomic design with cushioned seal bar handle



Magnetic hold down seal bar for higher strength seals (B & D models)



120V 60Hz operation (220V optional)

